THE CASE OF THE MISSING DIAMOND

Directions: Cut out the identification cards below. An adult hides the 6 suspect identification cards in a designated area. Give the children playing the information on page 2 to complete the mission and find the suspect that committed the crime.

IDENTIFICATION
Fingerprint #32612

IDENTIFICATION
Fingerprint #77491

IDENTIFICATION
Fingerprint #52213

IDENTIFICATION
Fingerprint #45714

IDENTIFICATION
Fingerprint #98399

IDENTIFICATION
Fingerprint #99231
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**Mission:** One of six suspects stole the diamond. Find the six hidden identification cards. The five fingerprints that are below were not found on the door of the jewelry store. The suspect whose fingerprint is missing stole the diamond. Remember, you need to find all six identification cards to determine whose fingerprints are missing.

In the detective notebook, record the fingerprint number of the suspect who stole the diamond.
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